"a one-of-a-kind experience."
ROBBIE SCHEIB, VARIETY

"a really intimate, beautifully shot examination of the connection between man and beast…"
MANOHLA DARGIS, THE NEW YORK TIMES

sweetgrass

Ilisa Barbash and Lucien Castaing-Taylor present
the last ride of an American cowboy

"SWEETGRASS" recorded by LUCIEN CASTAING-TAYLOR. Produced by ILISA BARBASH. Sound editing and mix by ERNST KAREL.
Digital post-production by PATRICK LINDENMAIER. Featuring JOHN AHERN, ELAINE ALLESTAD, LAWRENCE ALLESTAD, PAT CONNOLLY.
Funded in part by grants from the LEF FOUNDATION and the OSHKOSH AREA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION. A CINEMA GUILD RELEASE.